A Fused Maxillary Central Incisor and Its Multidisciplinary Treatment: An 18-Year Follow-Up
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Fused teeth may cause aesthetic, spacing, periodontal, eruption, and caries problems. The present case report describes a 7-year-old boy patient with a chief complaint of unerupted maxillary incisor. Radiographic examination indicated a fused tooth which had two fused roots but two independent root canals. A complex management of a fused tooth is really difficult to standardize. In this case an orthodontic, endodontic, and surgical treatment (intentional replantation) allowed the tooth to be retained until 18 years following intervention. Maintenance of the root and alveolar bone in young adults at least until full skeletal maturation should be the main treatment objective.

1. Introduction

Dentition development is a very complex process either in the primary or in the permanent tooth. Some authors have proposed a model of genetic network regulation in tooth formation; it seems obvious that most human congenital malformations and dental defects are caused by mutations in developmental regulatory genes. There would be a molecular basis of dental defects [1].

Fusion and gemination are considered abnormalities in tooth development. It is often difficult to differentiate between gemination and fusion and it was common to refer to these anomalies as “double teeth,” “double formations,” “joined teeth,” “fused teeth” or “dental twinning” [2–5].

By contrast, in fusion the originally separate tooth buds unite at the crown level (enamel) or at the crown and root levels (enamel and dentine), yielding a single large tooth during the odontogenesis, when the crown is not yet mineralized [8, 9].

Both anomalies occur more frequently in the primary dentition, particularly in the canine-incisor region, involving maxillary central and lateral incisors and mandibular lateral incisors and canines [2]. The incidence of unilateral occurrence is estimated in the literature to be 0.5% in the deciduous and 0.1% in the permanent dentition. There seems to be an overall lower incidence of double teeth in Caucasians than in Asians [10].

The aetiology of fusion is still unknown, but the influence of pressure or physical forces producing close contact between two developing teeth was reported as a possible cause. Gemination can be interpreted as an attempt of a supernumerary tooth to form [3]. Others believe that the basis of both anomalies is the persistence of dental lamina.
between two or more buds [11]. Genetic predisposition and racial traits were also reported as contributing factors [1].

This case report describes the treatment of a fused maxillary central incisor with a talon cusp using a multidisciplinary approach to manage and restore function and aesthetic appearance.

2. Case Report

In 1995, a 7-year-old boy was referred to Sant Joan de Déu Hospital complaining of unerupted maxillary right central incisor -tooth 11-. There was no significant past medical history nor family history of dental anomalies. The patient was in the first phase of mixed dentition stage. After radiographic examination, the preliminary diagnosis was a supernumerary tooth. Some months later, the incisor was present in the arch after a spontaneous eruption and the total number of teeth was normal. However, morphologically this central incisor showed macrodontia as a result of a fusion with a supernumerary tooth with a talon cusp (Figure 1). At that moment periapical and panoramic radiographic examination confirmed the diagnostic of a fused maxillary central incisor which had two fused roots but two independent root canal and two pulp chambers (Figure 2).

The molar relationship was a half unit Class II bilaterally. Moreover left side presented a severe osteodental discrepancy which made difficult the right lateral incisor eruption -tooth 12-. At the age of 10, the treatment plan was explained to the patient and his family. The main aim was to reduce mesiodistal tooth size—hemisection—in order to allow lateral incisor eruption. As there was a high risk of pulp exposure during odontosection, due to its fused roots, previously root canal treatment was performed.

Under general anaesthesia a full-thickness buccal flap was reflected. After examining the outline and the position of the roots, the fused tooth was extracted and separated using a high-speed bur with water spray longitudinally throughout the root conjunction line. During this process gutta-percha was exposed and that moment it was decided to cover the root canal material with silver amalgam to avoid any filtration. The tooth’s remaining portion was replanted into the socket and splinted to adjacent teeth with an orthodontic appliance. No orthodontic force was applied to it for 30 days (Figure 3).

At the age of 13 orthodontic treatment for Class II malocclusion was initiated using an extraoral headgear and multibrackets (24 months). At the end of orthodontics a dental cosmetic treatment of these central and lateral incisors was indicated (Figure 4). At the age of 17 this patient was discharged from our hospital Paediatric Dental Unit with a satisfactory result.

Eleven years later, at the age of 28, the patient was attended at Dental Hospital in the University of Barcelona and his complain was a progressive pathological migration of the right central incisor in buccal direction. Clinical exploration confirmed the buccal migration, a grey discoloration, an incremented probing depth (11 mm) at the interproximal area with right lateral incisor, some pus exudation from this periodontal pocket, and no dental vitality of this lateral incisor (Figure 5). However gingival margin remained at the same level of adjacent teeth.

Periapical radiograph showcased an apical image involving lateral right incisor and a severe vertical bone defect between right central and right lateral incisor, but the alveolar
mesial bone level was preserved (Figure 6). Oral Surgeon indicated endodontic treatment of the lateral incisor and the restitution of this central incisor by an unitary dental implant with previous bone regeneration.

3. Discussion

Just as important is the identification of the possible anatomic variations and different anomalies present in all tooth groups. One of these anomalies causing major difficulties for diagnosis and treatment is tooth fusion, which may be commonly confused with tooth gemination.

Although the aetiology of these anomalies is still unknown, it is believed that some physical force or pressure/trauma causes the contact of developing teeth. Genetic predisposition and racial traits were also reported as contributing factors [8, 12].

Clinically a fusion of a regular tooth and a supernumerary tooth may result in crowding, protrusion, or the impactation of an adjacent tooth owing to insufficient arch length [13]. Several complications may occur: caries in the groove between the fused crowns leading to endodontic treatment, if not treated; tooth impactation, diastemas, and aesthetic and periodontal problems, which often demand a multidisciplinary treatment [14].

Dens evaginatus is the malformation of a tooth characterized by the presence of an accessory cusp. Talon cusp refers to the same condition but it is manifested on anterior teeth [8, 15, 16]. In the literature there are a few reports observing the anomalies of dental fusion and dens evaginatus in the same tooth, like in our case, which is considered a rarity [8, 17].

Clearly, a careful clinical and radiographic examination is beneficial for optimal treatment planning. However, Computerized tomography (CT) has the potential to visualize
the topography of the root canals, offers new perspectives for dental imaging for special clinical cases, and may confirm the exact path of the root canal [17–19].

Several treatment methods are described in the literature with respect to the different types and morphologic variations of fused teeth [8]. Case reports have described the multidisciplinary treatment of fused permanent teeth, comprising extraction, endodontic treatment, tooth mesiodistal dimension reduction followed by orthodontic treatment, tooth hemisection, and intentional replantation [2, 20]. In this case most of these procedures were performed.

The treatment of fused teeth may be complex and contain various treatment protocols [21–24]. The reduction of mesiodistal dimensions with intraoral or extraoral hemisection of the tooth or the root with intentional dental replantation was illustrated by numerous case reports [23, 25]. Intentional replantation is a technique aimed mainly at the resolution of endodontic pathosis impossible to treat by conventional orthograde endodontic therapy, and with contraindications for apical surgery. Other reasons for intentional dental replantation, described in the literature, are treatment of extrusive dislocation and periodontally compromised teeth [2]. This method also proves useful when maintenance of the alveolar bone is necessary for prosthetic and implant treatment [26]. In our case we need to do a hemisection of the crown and the root (intentional replantation) because there was crowding, impaction, and difficult dental eruption of adjacent teeth.

The success of intentional replantation, estimated as the tooth retention rate, is reported to be above 67% and up to 93% and seems to be linked to three factors: previously existing endodontics pathosis and chronic infection, the length of extraoral treatment, and type of splinting. The time from extraction to replantation and the preservation and handling methods of the tooth are probably crucial for maintaining vitality of the periodontal ligament [27].

In our case, with the aim to avoid cracks on root and apical surface after tooth hemisection, the root planning was done with multifluted burs. At the end of this procedure, root must present a plane and smooth aspect, without degrees or irregularities that could act as irritants and stimulated root dentin resorption during periapical healing. Currently, the root-end cavity would be filled with Mineral Trioxide Aggregate (MTA). MTA is a biocompatible dental material which allows the proliferation of periodontal ligament cells, promotes an adequate sealing, and reduces apical leakage [28–30]. However in 1995, this new dental material was unknown and the best material for periapical surgery was silver amalgam. That is the reason why, in our case, we used the amalgam to seal the longitudinal radicular gap.

Maintenance of the tooth and the alveolar bone is nevertheless crucial in growing patients: both from the psychological point of view as well as for hard and soft tissue maintenance, which, in case of an unsuccessful replantation because of resorption and/or root ankylosis, may facilitate implant therapy in adulthood [2, 26]. In the case presented, at the 18-year follow-up (1995–2013), there was a deep periodontal pocket between tooth 11 and tooth 12 around the silver amalgam area, with an infrabony defect, without clinicoradiological evidence of root resorption and/or ankylosis. A bone regeneration process will be necessary to allow a satisfactory implant surgical procedure. In case that this
patient had lost the fused tooth at its earlier growing stages would have been many chances of a serious localized alveolar atrophy.

4. Conclusion

This case report provides, after 18 years, relevant information to the clinicians because it has a considerable follow-up. Additionally, it illustrates that the treatment of a double tooth may be really difficult to standardize. Preservation of teeth during the age of development, even with uncertain prognosis, appears crucial for maintenance of the anatomy of the alveolar process for eventual implant therapy in adulthood.
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